
A first introduction to melodeon chords 
 
Many tunes can be played on a melodeon with just two chords - that's how four-stop one-rows work, 
generally, but having just two chords leads to clashes, if you listen carefully.  
 
You /can/ play a lot of tunes that way, including Over the Waterfall – see the dots below. If you're 
playing in D, the two would be D and A. Try it - as it's a good way to get into chording.  
 
Playing tunes in D with two chords on the D row, and in G with two chords on the G row is like playing 
a two row as if it is two one rows, but the instrument is capable of rather more than that... 
 
The key reason for the eight basses on a two row is to enable extra chords, starting with the standard 
three chords that make what we call the 'three chords trick'. Many, many tunes can be played against 
the three chord trick without clashes. If you were to play OTW in D with three chords, they would be 
D, A and G. 
 
Which chords we play in a particular part of a tune usually depends on which notes it has in it.  
 
When we think about the notes in the chords, they are: 
 
D - DF#A (first chord, counting up the scale from D) 
 
G – GBD (fourth chord) 
 
A - AC#E (fifth chord) 
 
See the dots below for Over the Waterfall. 
 
You'll see some parts are predominantly D chord notes (play against the D and A bass and chord 
buttons top left outside). 
 
Some short bits are predominantly G chord notes, eg the B notes. Just play these sections on the G 
row against the G bass buttons lower left. That means getting used to going across the rows, of 
course, but it’s well worth the effort... 
 
The E notes in OTW work well against the A basses.  
 
But there are times when the choice is less clear. When you have a long A note, should that be 
against a D chord or an A chord? It may be either. Having experimented with OTW, it's clear to me 
that the As in the second and sixth bars in the ‘A’ music should be against the A bass and chord, not 
the D. But the A chord is only available on the pull... So you have to get used to playing the A note on 
the G row, where it's on the pull. 
 
Again, there is are C naturals in seventh bar of the ‘A’ music that need to be played on the G row 
against a C chord. In reality, the tune changes key at this point, and it's part of what gives it it's 
distinctive character. 
 
And again, in the last bar of the ‘A’ music you have a long G. That /could/ be played against a G chord 
or a C chord. In practice, it’s nice to play it against C for two beats then G for two beats.   
 
This is the kind of cleverness that you find again and again in the two row system based on the evil Dr 
Melodeonstein’s original invention, and I think it's a brilliant piece of work. 
 
Ear players work everything out by trying it out, but if you can read dots I think it's much easier to 
figure it all out. 
 
What I’ve explained here is the basics... The eight bass buttons of the melodeon deliver up quite a 
few more treasures including Em, Bm7 and Am7, and D7, and in as you’ll see from watching the 
YouTubes, and they can often be reinforced using notes from the right hand. And then there are also 



chords that can be made by combining left hand basses with notes from the right hand, of which the 
most useful is often the F#m7 chord. But this is getting into rather more advanced territory... 
 

 
 


